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IN ancient Rome, as m all prtmitlve societies, the practice of medicine began as 
a mixture of magic and religlon, and remained almost entirely so until the time 
of Cato. Tacltus speaks of Rome as "a c~tty where superstition interpreted every- 
thing," and said that Vespasian cured a blhnd man with Ins spittle, and a paralysed 
hmb by treading on it. Western mechcme even today has some religious and 
magxcal elements, religious restnctmns slall exert their influence in modem 
practice, and we use such new names as "psychosomalac, . . . .  complexes," and 
"conditioned reflexes," to describe ideas that the ancients ascribed to magic. 

The idea of magmlan-pnest-physmlan was a logmal concept. If the magician- 
priest can foretell events and placate the gods, he should be able to diagnose 
disease, prognosticate its course, and brmg chvme intervenlaon for its cure. This,, 
of course, has to do wath internal diseases, but wounds and irqttries occur in all 
commumtaes, and for the tceatment of these, empirical methods are usually 
qmekly evolved In early me&tree,  therefore, surgery tends to be more efllcient 
than mechcal therapy. 

Our knowledge of Etruscan med_tcine is vague and uncertain. Dtvination played 
an ~mportant part, and it was based upon the exammatlon ol the viscera of 
animals, especmlly the liver. The augurs were members of a i eligmus college 
whose function was to interpret signs of approval or chsapproval of the gods in 
reference to any proposed undertakmg There were many methods, but  an im- 
portant one was the examlnalaon of the entratls of sacrrficial animals Anythmg 
abnormal was brought to the attention of the augurs, but  its m~erpretation was 

I 
usually left to the Etruscan Harus pines Castighom suggests that the Latin worcl 
"haruspex" possibly comes from the Chaldean 'Char" meanmg liver 

Although dlwnataon was employed for the mterpretation of the will of the 
gods and for prognosis in disease, more rattonal methods of treatment were also 
known. The beneficml effects of the thermal waters of ancient Etruria had been 
known from very early times Caslnghom states that there is some evidence that 
the Etruscans knew of the relationship of marshy lands to eert;~an fevers. They 
had some dental knowledge:, for dental work by means of gold ware has been 
found among Etruscan remains. Theophrastus quotes Aeschylus as saying that  
Etruria is rich in medmine, and that the Etruscan race is one that cullavates the 
practace of medicine 

From early days the Romans had some measures of public hygiene. There was 
strict supervaslon of prostltutaon. Burial of the dead withm the city walls was 
forbidden by the law of the twe lve  tables. There was an adequate water supply 
in Rome from early times, and tlns was ~adua l ly  extended It  has been estimated 
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that m the tune of the Emptre more than one hundred gallons pei person dally 
were avaalable, in addihon to that used in the pubhc baths. " ~ s  is greater than 
the available supply of large modern cities, but Carcopino has pointed out that 
m very few instances was any of this supply available m the houses of the 
ordinary cltazen. Although the Roman sewage system took care of the pubhc 
latnnes it did not take care of those m pnvate houses, the poorer householder 
had recourse to diverse methods of taking care of this n,eed. Juvenal refers to the 
occasional unforttmate consequences for the passer-by. E~,en ixL the tmae of 
Trajan open malodorous trenches were stall In exzstence Up to the year 300 B c 
people drank the water of the Tiber, but at that tame tJhe aquaduct of the Aqua 
Appla was constructed supplying a purer drinking water. Fifty years later a 
second aquaduct was built, and subsequently others. 'The drainage of swamps 
adjacent to the city was necessary and this work was at first supervised by the 
censors. In the time of Augustus special magistrates were appointed for thas duty 

In the tame of the kings and of the early Republic mechcme was still almost 
entirely based upon magic. The Romans had a host of lesser delhes held to be 
responsible for physiologaeal funchons, disorders of wbach could be righted by 
appropriate offerings Even at tins early tmae the Romans, were close to the 
Sicilian schools, and had some contact with Greek ClVlhZataon, so that solne 
ghmmermg of Greek mechcine must have reached them Although there were 
so-called physicians m Rome from the fourth century B c. there were no truly 
professional practationers until the arrival of Greek physicians. The first of these 
was probably Archagathus of the Peloponnesus who estabhshed hamse]_f at Rome 
in 219 B c. He is said to have received l~oman citazenshlp At ~rst he aekaeved 
great popularity and was given the name "Vulneranus," but later his reputahon 
suffered because of Ins cruelty in surgery, and he became kaaown as "Carnifex " '  

Cato (Bc 234-149) was the great opponent of the introduction of all things 
Greek, and especially of Greek medmme. He spoke of the Greeks as "a scoundrel 
and incorrigible race " He prachsed medicine in his own household, and thought 
that cabbage was a universal remedy If this vegetable, either internally or 
externally, would not cure a sick slave he recommended that the' slave be sold 
Pliny has described the familiar remedies which Cato used for famdy, slaves, 
and domeshc animals He sought to cure dislocahons by recliang gibberish, the 
actual words were, "huat, hanat ista pista sista domlna damnaustro luxato"; tins 
incantation was to accompany the sacrifice of a white sparrow According 
to Phny, Cato, in his chshke of the Greek physlcmns, even accused them of 
poisoning the sick. As a result of his influence dl~eulties were rinsed against the 
immigration of Greek physiemns In spite of thas they contanued to arrive m 
Rome, and the praeheal-mmded Roman soon reeogmzed their superior knowl- 
edge and education. 

With the downfall of the Alexandrian Empire, Alexandria became the centre 
of medical edueahon and progress, for the Hellenic influence still remained 
vigorous there after the decline of Hellemc freedom The Alexandxian sehool was 
eharaeterized by erudition, idealism, and techmeal dexterity. Aftel: the absorphon 
of Egypt into the Roman Empire, Alexandria rapidly declined m importance Its 
school had previously made many advances in medical knowledge, and for some 
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lame it slall remaJ:ned a centre of medical education. It  is almost certahl that  
dissection was allowed and physiological experiments carried out. Alexandria 
became the means of preservang Gieek ,texts, and of spread_rag Greek teaching to 
the east. According to Ovid and Llvy; the cult of Aesculapius was introduced 
into Rome m the form of a ht:Lge serpent/TOm Epldaurus, representing the god m 
his Chthoman aspect, m the year 298 s .c ,  but, as we have seen, it was at a later 
date that the Greek physmxans began to arrive. 

The most eminent of them came from Asia Minor, from the schools of Pergamus, 
Ephesus, and Miletus. Greek mechcme was finally established in Rome as a 
profession through the personahty, tact, and superior abiJ_tty of Asclepiades of 
Blthyma He was born ~n 124 B c and came to Rome about 100 B.C He was well 
educated, of unusual intellect, and had a pleasant personality. He became a 
friend of many important Romans He taught rhetoric, but  found it unpro ltable. 
When he began the practice of mecheme he found that  t_bds knowledge aelped 
him enormously. He was enough of a charlatan to make a popular  practitior er. He 
knew his Romans, and Ins treatment was pleasant. There were no emetics, ~ast ic  
purgatives, or bitter medicine,' Ires most frequent prescriptaon was wine, and he 
advised rest, massage, and a swmgmg couch If hts patients died they died in 
comfort. Lucius Apuleius tells of a case where Asclepmc[es restored to life a 
supposedly dead man who was being carried to the already lighted funeral pyre 
His theory of medicine was based upon the atormc philosophy of Democritus 
and Epicurus; he ascribed disease to changes in the relafao'a of atoms and pores, 
and rejected the humoral doctrmes He said that people might cease to consider 
him a doctor if he were ever taken 111 tumself. He was :fo'-tunate in this matter 
for, according to Phny, his death 'was due to a fall from a ladder 

Along with the educated physicians, quacks and charlatans of all kinds flocked 
to Rome. There were many ,,;o-called speclahsts, and it ts probable that many of 
these were so ignorant that they pretended to special knowledge of some branch 
of medicine, and so were not called upon to expose their ig~mrance by attempting 
to deal with all chseases Iv[any of these practitioners travelled from place to 
place, as a fertile field for their acttwties exasted outside of Rome. One of the 
commonest specialties was ophthalmology, but  most of these praclationers were 
principally concerned with producing new eye salves wtuch they stamped with 
their names. Nearly two hmidred seals for this purpose b v e  been found, many 
exhibiting incorrect spelhng. A few of the able practitioners, and more of the 
quacks, became very wealthy It  is satd that  Zenophon, a court physician, re- 
ceived the equivalent of twenty-five thousand dollars a year from the Emperor, 
and complained that he could have obtained more in private practice. Charmis, 
a hydrotherapist, or water doctor, as they were called, ot Marseilles, was prod 
ten thousand dollars by one palJent. A-t the other extreme the Jess popular 
physicmns were sometimes compelled to take more lucratave callings to ~ escape 
starvation. Martial refers to one who became an undertaker',~ assistant, 

"Dialus, who was once a surgeon, 
Now assists an undertaker, 
Here at length he finds the ottlce 
To which alone his skill is suited." 
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With an excess of trained physicians, as well as o~ disreputable practitioners, 
many evils arose. Scientific effort was abandoned, and medicine was practised 
only for material gain. Wealthy patients were flattered. Professional jealousy led 
to unseemly criticism of fellow practitioners. Galen complains, "There is no 
distinction between robbers and physicians, except ~,at the former commit their 
misdeeds in the mountains, the latter in Rome." The pubhe loved to be swindled 
then, as it does today, and Phny says, "People who understand no Greek place 
no confidence m the physician who does not practice m the Grecian style; indeed, 
they have less confidence when they understand what serves to cure them." The 
Greek doctors who had been well trained were :;ought out, and, as a result, other 
practitioners were gradually compelled to learn what they could of Greek 
medicine. There was a great demand for Greek texts. Pompey, for instance, 
brought some Greek medical literature to Rome, and Ins freedman, Lenaeus, 
translated it into Latin. Thus we see that professloaal medicine in Rome was 
henceforward Greek, and its most prominent representatives belonged to the 
Greek nalaon 

What then was the position of the physician in Rome9 As we have seen, the 
first practitioners to come to the city were Greek adventurers, and not the best 
representatives of Greek mechcal science Their social status was low, for wbach 
there were many reasons There was the opposition of men hke Cato, and the low 
type of many so-called physicians only increased the innate contempt of the 
Romans for professional medicine The teaching of r]hetoric and ptulosophy, and 
practice in the law courts were thought to be the o~ly professions worthy of the 
Roman patrician. Anyone was free to practise medicine Wlthofit scrutiny of Ins 
quahfications. There was a close relalaonshlp between the poorer type of practa- 
tioner and the drug-sellers who dealt m love potions, cosmetics, abortffacients, 
and poisons. By the time of the Empire, even famous physicians lent themselves, 
often under duress, to the preparation of poisons for the emperors Tacitus 
suggests that the personal physlcmn of Clauchus may po,;slbly have assisted in 
the poisoning of that emperor By the time of Theodosius the word "medica- 
mentarius" meant "poisoner," although earlier it had meant only "drug-seller " 
According to Herodian, the first act of Caracalla was to order the execution of 
the court phys,cians because they refused to hasten the death of his father Severus 
(WRhangton). The Romans, by the way, knew many poisons, some acting quickly 
in small quantities. Prussic acid had been extracted from the kernel of the peach 
by the Egyplaans The Assyrians knew acomte, mandragora, hemp, and several 
mineral poisons such as arsemc, antimony, and copper. Plmy and other Latin 
authors used the word "cicuta" when alluding to the state poison of the Greeks; 
combined with opmm it makes a very potent poison even m small quantities. 
There are at least twenty-five varieties of poisonous musl~rooms. (Amanita phaI- 
loides) and probably most of these were known to the Romans, who were 
capable of extracting the essential poison. Theophrastus states that the most subtle 
poison was aconite. 

With the gradual organization of mechcal study, which we shall shortly discuss, 
the social position of the physician improved. In 46 B.C. Julius Caesar granted the 
rights of Roman citizenship to all physicians, which ensured an increased digmty 
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to the praelaee of medicine. This was probably brought about by the need for 
trained surgeons m the army, and may have been preliminary to the establishment 
of an army medical serwLce. A~L the close of the first century A.D. the city gaxrison 
consisted of twenty cohorts, each provided wath four surgeons; the thirty legions 
had from mx to ten surgeons each; the infantry and cavalry of the allies probably 
had surgeons of an inferior class, and the stationary camps of the standing army 
would be supphed with camp surgeons. In spite of th~ right of citizenship, the 
practice of medmine eontmued to be regarded as unworthy of a Roman patrician. 
Cicero says that the practice of medicine is commendable "to those whose rank 
and eondlhon is suitable for such employment." Many l~hyslcians, however, 
qmckly acqmred wealth, and with it adopted a luxurious mode of living. They 
were then often accepted into patncmn society. The unmigrahon of the mediocre 
physiemns, seeking fortunes, gave place to the arrival of more illustrious prac- 
lataoners who were attracted by the glories of the great clty. The satirical poets, 
for the most part, had only contempt for physmmns, but the more serious writers 
gradually came to look upon them as worthy persons An example is Quintilian 
who proposed the following ~-ase for debate a man having three sons, a philo- 
sopher, a physlemn, and an orator, chvades has property into four parts, and leaves 
the extra share to the one most useful to the state; which son should have it? 

The soeml status of the physmian slowly improved by the influence of the 
learned and honest praetilnoners. According to Suetonlus, during a famine in 
Rome in 46 B c. Caesar ordered the expulsmn of all foreigners except teachers 
and doctors. Augustus m 10 ~ D granted doctors immumty from taxes and from 
many pubhe dutaes Vespasmn confirmed tins pnvalege, and Had_nan published 
rules defimng these unmumhes. Antomus Pros, however, ordmned that the 
pnwleges should not apply to all doctors, but only to a certam number of them, 
in smaller towns five, m the m~ddle-s~zed ones seven, and m larger ones ten. 
Later the lmmumtaes apphed only to public mecheal officers. 

Let us now glance at the sublect of the mechcal edueahon of the physician in 
Rome As we have noted, the gradual orgamzahon of mechcal study played a 
part m changing the social status of the physmian. As mecheal practnce was almost 
entirely m the hands of the Greeks, the educahon of the physmian was Greek 
educahon, at least until the time of the Empire. Sclentdlc mechcine began with 
the Greeks The scientific method begins with careful, oblechve observation, 
uninfluenced by sublechve behefs. The results of the observahons are accurately 
recorded and systematically classtfied. From the data a law or theory is evolved 
by mduchve reasoning So far the Greeks went, but they chd not take the final 
step of experimental verlficatmn of the theory. The mythmal Aesculapius, to 
whom Pindar refers as "the son of Apollo by the nymph Coronis," was worstnpped 
as a deity, and his most celebrated temples were at Cos, Cmdus, Pergamus, and 
Epldaurus. These shrines became popular sanitarm Controlled by pne:.t-phy- 
sieians. They have been described by Aristophanes in a facehous manner, and by 
Walter Pater more sympathetically. The vohve tablets at t'_hese shrines became 
a sort of elimcal record Pausamas menhons six of them when he vasited the 
temple of Epldaurus in 150 B.C Two of them, excavated in modern times, have 
very meagre details of symptoms and treatment Nevertheless they mus't have 
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been of value m the gradual understanchng of the course of many diseases. In 
addition to the pr/est-physlcians there were prachtloners not attached to the 
Aesculapian shrines. Moreover, medmme was stuched, along with philosophy and 
rhetoric, as part of the general education. It was practised in some of its details 
by the "Gymnasts." Osler has observed that, "Greek medicine had a triple re- 
lationstnp with science, with gymnastacs, and with theology." Before the tune of 
Hippocrates it was regarded simply as a branch of phdosophy, and Pythagoras 
(580-648 B.c.) included mechcme in his ptnlosophical writings. The Greek 
physician, therefore, began with a good general education, and his study of 
medicine consisted of observation from wbach there was evolved a very accurate 
description of the chmcal course of many chseases. Th~s was carried out under 
the tutelage of a priest-physician, or of a private practitioner Before practice he 
took an oath based upon the finest ethical principles. Therapy was not based on 
any philosophical system, and consisted mostly of regulation of diet, rest, and 
hydrotherapy. In Rome this was soon changed, and treatment became based 
upon some system of philosophy. 

By the tame of the Repubhc, Roman mstruchon seems to have been conducted 
privately, and without any state control, yet mddaelne formed part of the general 
culture, and Athenaeus maintained that every c~dtured man should concern 
hnnself wath its study The organization of mechcal study began wtth the granting 
of cltazenshlp to the physlcmns by Juhus Caesar, and tins was a check upon the 
activ/taes of ill-trained and pseudo-physicians, 

In southern Italy and m Sicily medical schools deve[opec adjacent to, and 
under the influence of, ptnlosoptncal schools, and to these many students travelled 
for instructaon. The college of the Arehmtn, which we shall shortly describe, 
outlined a course of mstrnctlon, and the phys,iemn who completed it was called 
"Medicus a Repubhca" Many students chd not complete the course, but, never- 
theless, set up m practace. Galen estamated that at least eleven years" study" was 
necessary for the education of a competent physician H~s contemporary and 
enemy, Thessalus, declared that SLX monthS" study was, sufl~clent to make an 
excellent physlcmn. Many of the students of Thessalus, says Galen, could neither 
read nor speak correctly. The Romans never saw any usefulness in disinterested 
research. They collected prewous writings and made encyclopaechas of science 
without ever trying to verify the opmmns expressed. Towards the end of the 
Empire there was certainly public instruction m raedieine, arid by the tune of 
Hadrmn (381-6 A D ) physicians had their place m the Athenaeum 

Just how a chstinct medical class was brought about we do not know Pusch- 
mann suggests that the necessity for skdled me&~cal men in the army was a 
factor. Tacitus says that in more ancient times the solchers carried bandages, and 
each took part in the care of the wounded Llvy states that, after the battle of 
Sutrium in 309 B.C., more soldiers daed of wounds subsequently than were killed 
in battle, yet even at that time medicine was practised as a profession in Rome, 
as attested by the same author. It is rather mtereslSng to note that, although 
anyone was free to practise medicine ff he could obtain patients, yet, as Carcopino 
points out, barbers were not permitted to set up s!hop until they had completed 
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an adequate apprenticeship. Romans might trust their health, but not their faces, 
to the untrained. 

A true organization of medical study in Rome dates from the commencement 
of the third century when ~dexander Severus (225--85 A.I~.) instituted special 
schools for the teaching of mechcine, and granted stipends to the teachers and 
assigned them public lecture rooms. The study consisted of mammalian anatomy, 
the examination of wounds, medical botany, and some clinical instruction. The 
latter was often given m the house of the patient, about which Martial has to 
say, 

"Faint wa,; I only, Symmachus, till thou, 
Backed by an hundred students, throng'dst at nay bed; 
An hundred icy fingers challed my brow. 
I had no fi~ver; now I'm nearly dead." 

At a later period the Archiatri, more than others, appear to have devoted them- 
selves to the business of teaching. The duration of study depended upon the 
abi_hty, desire, and wealth of the student. The art of medicine was more profitable, 
and less laborious to learn, than was its science, therefore men like Thessalus 
looked with contempt on the theoretical side of medicine. From the time of 
Galen anatomy became more and more important, but there was little inte, rest in 
physiology. Matena medica was an important study, and Dioscorides, a Greek 
army surgeon m the service of Nero, was one of the greatest of the medical 
botanists. He listed about five hundred plants so accurately that most of them 
can be recognized today. Most doctors prepared their own medicines, and Pliny 
says that the ordinary pubhc believed that the most exp,~nsive remedies were 
also the most potent for good. By the time of Galen medicine and surgery were 
separate subjects of education, and few doctors practised both. Celsus mentions 
many surgeons by name. The Roman surgeon of Galep's time had much sound 
knowledge, and performed even major operations requiring anatomical kno~wledge 
and technical skill. He had many surgical instruments; .about an hundred of 
these have been recovered in the excavations at Pompeii. Celsus says that 
ligatures and torsion of vessels were used when simpler methods of arresting 
haemorrhage faded. W'hether art~aclal limbs were in use is a question on which 
there is much argument, but Lucian refers to artificial feet made of figtree wood. 
A law, said to have been made by Numa Pompilius, ordained that Caesarean 
section should be performed on women dying in labour in order, ff possible, to 
save the life of the child. Pliny says it was carried out also on living women, and 
that Scipio Africanus owed his life to this operation. There were some female 
doctors, and in one collection of epitaphs Carcopino folmd reference to four 
women physicians along with fifty-one men. 

Although anyone was free to practise medicine in Rome without,exanaination 
of his qualifications, yet for the public samtary service, 'and for admission to the 
Archiatrate, examination was necessary. So, in practice, there was a distinctio~ 
between trained and untrained doctors. Probably most of the specialists belongec 
to the latter group, as they were men who were unwilling, to take the necessark 
training, or were incapable of mastering it. Today the specialist is a well-trained 
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physician who has added a long special training to Lds basic medical education. 
There was a friendly relataonship between the best physicians and surgeons, 

and consultation was common. The social position of the surgeon was not inferior 
to that of the physician, as it became later. 

Prognosis, meaning a descnptmn of the cotuse of a disease and its probable 
outcome, was of great importance to the Roman ]?hysician, There were two 
reasons for this. Little was known about efficient therapy, and the idea of suicide 
was not opprobrious. If, therefore, one were suffering from a painful disease 
that would probably end fatally, it was not shameful that he should take his own 
life at a moment and m a manner of his own choosing. 

By the t/me of the Emperor Clauchus (41-54 A.D. ) the order of the Imperial 
A_rchiatri had arisen. The Archiatrate at one time was thought to be a purely 
Roman institution, but the office, as well as the name;, appears to be Greek. His- 
torians chstinguish several classes of Archiatri, but are not agreed on the number. 
The Palatine Archiatri were court physicians, and public health and the care of 
the poor were assigned to the Archaatri Populates of five, seven, or ten communal 
physicians m each city, according to its size. About 878 ,~.D. an Archiater was 
appointed to each of the fourteen distrmts of Rome by the Emperor Valentinian. 
In addition, several physicians were designated for the Porttcos, and for the 
College of Vestal Virgins. All of these physicians were under the control of the 
central government, and were elected by vote of the existing members of the 
Archiatri. Some of the court physicians received handsome ~alaries, but were 
debarred from private praclace. The Archiatri Populares were i permitted private 
practice, and instructed students, for a fee if the students Were able to pay, 
gratis if they were not. At first ordinary physicians enjoyed almost equal privileges 
with the Arcbaatri, but later their rights were more circumscribed. The Palatine 
A.rchiatri played an important part m political life The tl t le-Archiater-was 
sometimes gwen to celebrated physicians who were nc, t connected with the 
court or with the public mechcal service. The Socmty of Archaatri served as a 
model for the medical guilds of surgeons. 

We may now consider briefly the outstanding writers and praclahoners. We 
have seen that the influence of Asclepiades estabh,~hed P~oman medicine on a 
firm foundation. Themason, who was one of has pupils, founded the school of 
the Methodists. Juvenal refers to hun in derogatory ~erms. This school attempted 
to confine medicine to rigid doctrines, the basra one being that all disease comes 
from a state either of tensmn, or relaxation. It was found necessary later to 
introduce a third concept to explain symptoms, so t_he system eventually recog- 
nized "status strictus, .... status laxus," and "status mixtus." Therapy consisted in 
combatting these states The system is simple, lends itself to easy explanations, 
and, because of its simplicity, met with favour by the common people. 

The licentiousness of Imperial Rome, with widespread immorally.i, and ab- 
normal sexual practices among all ranks, would be expected to ~_'v~ rise to 
venereal diseases, although syphilis was probably tmkno~ana. 

Gynaeeology was one of the specialties practised in the Empire, and Soranus 
of Ephesus was the author of one of the most important treatises on obstetrics 
and the diseases of women written before modern times. It was the basis of 
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Roslin's Rosengarten published in 1 18, and of Ray-nalde's Byrthe of Mankynde 
in 1545. Soranus instructed midwives to keep their fingernails trimmed, and to 
be circumspect in thetr bea~ring. He believed that the most favourable 3eriod 
for conception was just after a menstrual period, a belief which persistec t-ntil 
very recently A three.bladed gynaeeological speculum has been recoverec, in 
the rums of Pompen, which was destroyed in his time. The knowledge of this 
instrument was lost in the Middle Ages, and Was rediscgvered only in 1815. The 
chapter on the anatomy of the female pelvas is the most _mportant one in Soranus" 
book. 

The best we have of Rom~ n medicine is the work of Celsus. He was one of "_he 
greatest of the Lahn medical writers, but it is a matter otE controversy whetaer 
he ever practiced medicine. 'The Loeb Library points out tJaat it was not unusual 
for a Roman gentleman to have a fairly intmaate knowledge of medicine, but its 
practice was looked upon as beneath his dignity. On the other hand, Celsus 
expresses has opinion as to ~he treatment of symptoms by using the first person 
of the verb, and often uses the emphalac "ego." Moreover, he writes of patients he 
knew personally, and attended even by mght. He was classed by Pliny among 
the men of letters, and was ~gnored by contemporary practitioners, who thought 
that a Roman could not know much medicine. His is the oldest medical docu- 
ment after the Hippocratic writings, and, of the seventy-two medical authorities 
mentioned by him, only the work of Hippocrates has come down to us relatively 
intact He was the first to translate Greek medical terms into Latin, and the 
nomenclatt~re which he began shl] persists. He criticized both the Empiricists, 
who pretended to cure all diseases by means of drugs, "and the Methodists who 
supposedly cured them all by d_iet and exercise. An indication that dissection 
was allowed in Rome fat that time is seen in his statement, "To open the bodies 
of the dead is necessary to learners." He distinguished accurately between the 
quotidian, tertian, and quartan fevers of malaria. His work was the first attempt 
at a history of medicine. 

Pliny the Elder (28--79 ~..D.) was not a physicmn, but Books 20 to 82 of his 
Natural History deal exclusively with medicme. There ar,~ references to scurvy, 
superfoetation, and even to the possible use of an eye-glass by Nero. He says, 
"Nero, princeps gladiatorttm pugnas spectabit in smaragdo." Smaragdus, of 
course, means an emerald, and it is possible that he was gazing through some 
mineral which might have been ground to magnify. Neuberger notes that reading 
a passage in Pliny about tlae use of the juice, anagallis, before operating for 
cataract gave Himly the ~dea of investxgating the action of belladonna on the 
pupil. 

The greatest of the Lalan physicians and writers was Galen (131-200 x D. ) 
who retained the position ot! medical dictator of the western world for a thousand 

I 

years. His medical hypotheses 'were based upon the philosophy of Aristotle, 
were acceptable to the Church, and hence remained un~ussailable for centuries. 
He was the ,son of an architect, and had studied~ philosophy until the, age cf 
twenty, when his medical education began. It is the opinion of Baas that Gale a 
was more of a savant and teacher than practitioner, but we know that his practice 
was extensive and excellent He was an investigator with a true scientific spirit. 
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His chief physiological work was the investigation oJE the nervous system, and 
he chstinguished sensory, motor, and mixed nerves. He produced hemiplegia by 
section of the spinal cord, and aphonia by cutting the recurrent laryngeal nerves. 
His first court ease was the cure of Marcus Amcelius of a stomach-ache due to 
eating too much cheese. His knowledge of anatomy in a celebrated ease led him 
to diagnose a lesion of the spinal cord in a patient who had sensory paralysis of 
one half of his hand. There are several interesting stories of his astuteness. One 
concerns a lady w/th an ill-defined chsab/hty and no s)n~aptoms. With his finger on 
her pulse he engaged her m conversatmn, during wbach he made casual mention 
of a popular actor named Pylades, and her puJse immediately accelerated. He 
repeated his observation on another day, and arrived at the correct dxagnosis of 
"Jove-sickness." Hippocrates had separated me&cme from philosophy; the ann of 
Galen was to nnite them. 

There are many sidelights on l~oman medicine by non-me~lieaI writers. Plautus 
and Terence have several references to obstetrics. Lucretms refers to anatomy, 
physmlogy, and dietetics, as well as g~wng us the famous account of the. plague 
in Rome. Ovid, Tibullus, and Propertius refer to sexual wces, venereal disease, 
aphrodisiacs, and cosmetics. Virgil described ant:hrax in sheep. Mosquito nethng 
(conopium) is mentioned by Horace and Juvenal. 

Should we attribute to Roman eivihzatmn a decisive effect upon the progress 
of medical science, or should we regard 13oman me.~cme as essentially Greek 
medicine? Most recent historians are of the latter opinion. It  s]~ould be remem- 
bered, however, that ff scientific mechcine made little progress in Rome, it was 
there that the rules of hygiene were codified, and legal mechcine 16ad its beginning. 
Rome dewsed excellent sanitation and water supplies, orgamzed medical care 
of the poor, and medical services for the armed forces. Scienti~c and theoretical 
medicine deteriorated, but practical and technical medicine advanced. The work 
of the encyclopaedists has preserved for us some of [he contents of texts which 
disappeared in antiquity. The productive gemus of t_he Greeks was lacking for 
the Romans were deficient m creative imagination, yet, under them, surgeD,, 
including obstetrics and ophthalmology, attained a degree of excellence wbach 
it was not to reach again before the sLxteenth century. 


